Blue
Natural
Capital
Financing
Facility
A new Facility to
advance financially
viable coastal climate
resilience projects
with clear ecosystem
service benefits
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Supporting bankable
investment opportunities
based on blue natural
capital

Coastal blue natural capital projects
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Conservation, protection and restoration of coastal ecosystems
(mangroves, seagrasses and saltmarshes)
Climate change mitigation and adaptation benefits
Sustainable development
Food security and local livelihoods
Biodiversity and other co-benefits
Social, environmental as well as economic returns

Blue Natural Capital Financing Facility
The BNCFF supports the development of sound, investable blue natural capital
projects with clear ecosystem service benefits, based on multiple income streams
and appropriate risk-return profiles. The BNCFF assists project partners in assessing,
preparing and structuring opportunities into bankable investments, facilitating access
to debt, equity and donor funding. This helps to reduce the risk of natural capital
investments.

Why a Blue Natural Capital Financing Facility?
Mangroves, seagrasses and saltmarshes are particularly hard hit by destruction, pollution
and unsustainable resource uses. As degradation progresses, the impacts of climate
change are becoming ever more threatening for coastal communities and beyond. Global
action for resilient coasts, including sustainable coastal development is urgently required,
and public donor funding and philanthropy will need to be complemented by private
sector sources. The BNCFF helps to create opportunities for investors and businesses to
be part in building sustainable futures for people and nature.

What does the Facility do?
The Facility will provide assistance to beneficiaries and project sponsors to prepare
the technical, legal and financial dimensions of promising blue natural capital
projects, through advanced studies, evaluations and small seed investments to
secure further project financing from third parties. Typically, the BNCFF support
comes in at a later stage of project development. The BNCFF is offering grant funding
or reimbursable grants, tailored to the development capital needs of the project. The
BNCFF also assists project proponents in accessing debt, equity and donor funding
and will introduce investments to appropriate funders.

Integrated approach to blue
natural capital projects
The conservation and restoration of coastal and marine
ecosystems requires projects to be robust and pass
investment hurdles. This can be achieved by integrating
complementary investment components, forming tight
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synergies to facilitate the creation of resilient coasts.
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Note: Every Blue Natural Capital Project will have its own unique environmental,
social and economic returns, combining the investment components in distinctive
ways. This graph shows potential revenue streams and is for illustration only.
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Investment package

Note: Every Blue Natural Capital Project will have its own unique environmental,
social and economic returns, combining the investment components in distinctive
ways. This graph shows potential revenue streams and is for illustration only.
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Investment package

Note: Every Blue Natural Capital Project will have its own unique environmental,
social and economic returns, combining the investment components in distinctive
ways. This graph shows potential revenue streams and is for illustration only.
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Investment package

Note: Every Blue Natural Capital Project will have its own unique environmental,
social and economic returns, combining the investment components in distinctive
ways. This graph shows potential revenue streams and is for illustration only.
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Positive Impacts Framework
The investments advanced by the BNCFF provide positive impacts for climate
adaptation & mitigation, biodiversity and sustainable livelihoods. Risks are mitigated
through systematic yet easily implementable environmental and social standards.
A clear framework to identify and monitor the impacts of projects using latest
technology to reduce transaction costs is being developed with the financial support
from the Government of Sweden.

A robust project pipeline
One key function of the BNCFF is to prepare an investment pipeline of bankable
projects. These projects will be supported in finding appropriate funders. The BNCFF
will also support projects in efforts to be integrated into green bonds or resilient
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infrastructure bonds.

Partnerships
Well-functioning partnerships are essential to ensuring the long-term success
and innovative approach of blue natural capital projects. The BNCFF facilitates
opportunities for cooperation between nascent as well as established initiatives of
the scientific community, leading financiers and service providers in the field.
In the field of coastal conservation and management, the IUCN has strong existing
partnerships with leading international initiatives and scientific networks. The
BNCFF will build on the networks and experience of its managers and key advisors
as well as IUCN’s extensive network of members and commissions.
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The BNCFF is supported by the Ministère du
Développement durable et des Infrastructures
(MDDI), Government of Luxembourg, and led by the
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN).
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www.bluenaturalcapital.org
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info@bluenaturalcapital.org
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